Distributed quantum information processing requires a reliable quantum memory and a faithful carrier of quantum information. Trapped ion qubits are the leading realization for quantum information storage, and photonic qubits are the natural choice for the transport of quantum information. The capability to entangle photons with trapped ions in a highly efficient (scalable) fashion is an important achievement. Here, we leverage the active and successful development of micro-fabricated semiconductor ion traps at the Sandia National Laboratory MESA facility, and integrate micro optical components. Compared to current efforts in academic settings combining macro-sized ion traps and optics, a micro device will result in the dramatically increased speed and fidelity of ion-trap based quantum networking protocols. Integrating smaller components will directly allow for a stronger quantum coherent interface between a single trapped ion and a single photon. If successful, this technology could lead to new demonstrations of fundamental physics properties and would open new avenues for scalable quantum networking architectures.
INTRODUCTION
Atom-photon quantum networks leverage the qualities of atomic systems that make it them good quantum bits (qubits) to allow long distance transfer of quantum information. The ability to share quantum information across remote locations opens up the possibility of a distributed quantum processor over a network of quantum systems. Several few-qubit quantum processors connected in a network offer the ability to perform a large-scale quantum computation across such a distributed network of quantum nodes.
Due to their long storage and coherence times, trapped ions are a leading platform to realize a quantum computer. However, connecting remote nodes of trapped ion processors requires an efficient means of extracting quantum information from the trapped ion system. Academic labs have entangled remote ions via two-photon interference and entanglement swapping (Moehring 2007) . Such a system relied upon macroscopic ion traps and the collection of the emitted photon with a large numerical aperture microscope objective.
Although high fidelities of entanglement generation are reported, such experiments rely upon technologies that do not lend themselves easily to a scalable system that is capable of hosting many ion across many nodes in a quantum network. The two issues are that the traps themselves are not a scalable technology and the success probability is many orders of magnitude below unity.
The work presented in this report detail the efforts towards addressing these issues. The first is that use of microfabricated ion traps the Sandia National Laboratories MESA facility has been successfully fabricating. Traps fabricated at the MESA facility are robust and can perform the role hosting many trapped ions as well as near-identical performance between devices.
Secondly, the use of a microscope objective for photon collection results in a low photon collection efficiency and therefore low success probability. To address this issue the work here uses a moderate to high finesse optical cavity in order to increase the collection efficiency. In such a cavity, a trapped ion will coherently couple to the cavity mode at a rate that can be comparable to that of free space modes.
DESIRED SPECIFICATIONS
We first begin with the desired specifications of our cQED device, and a brief discussion on why these specifications were chosen.
1. Demonstration of high optical quality for the cavity structure, with a finesse >3,000 at 369.5nm and a comparable finesse also at 739nm. a. The finesse is a measure of the quality factory of the optical resonator, and is proportional to the number of round trips inside a cavity before it is lost. b. The higher the finesse, the longer a photon has to interrogate the ion. However at too high a finesse, coherent oscillation between the cavity mode and ion becomes evident and the excitation no longer leaves predominantly through the cavity. c. The importance for both 369.5nm and 739nm is because the source for the Doppler cooling light at 369.5nm is a frequency doubled laser system at 739nm. As the 369.5nm light sent to the ion is almost exactly twice the frequency of the 739nm fundamental light (not exactly twice as AOMs are used for beam switching), the 739nm light can conveniently be used to lock the cavity. This is also useful for efficient separation of the stabilization light from the single emitted photons. 2. Low enough loss in the mirror coatings to guarantee that cavity finesse is dominated by output mirror transmission rather than scatter/absorption losses (<500ppm at all wavelengths of interest). a. This is important to make sure that the generated photons are delivered out of the cavity, instead of being lost while still interacting with the ion-cavity system. 3. Adequate trap-cavity integrated structures to achieve photon collection efficiency > 10%.
a. This goal was chosen to achieve world-record photon collection efficiency for such a device. b. The probability of successfully creating remote entanglement scales as the square of the photon collection efficiency. A photon collection efficiency of 10% represents nearly an order of magnitude improvement in this efficiency. 4. Adequate mechanism for ion loading should be provided.
a. Of course an ion needs to be trapped within the cavity to establish the ion-cavity interaction, but it also needs to be done cleanly, whereby the cavity mirrors are kept as clean as possible. b. In particular, our approach is to load an ion outside of the cavity region, and shuttle it into the cavity mode. 5. Mechanical packaging and assembly scheme to align and stabilize the optical cavity should be provided. a. We do not want to create an assembled device that cannot be efficiently scaled to multiple devices in the future. Thus, the assembly should be carefully planned and repeatable. 6. Development of fabrication approach that is compatible with anharmonic linear trap structures and more complex trap geometries (e.g., junctions, etc.). a. It is important that whatever cQED device is generated, it should be compatible with other, more traditional (local ion-ion phonon gate) ion trap quantum computing approaches. 
CAVITY MIRRORS

Cavity Design
The cavity design begins by choosing the two mirrors that will be located on opposite sides of the ion. The image below shows the basic idea, whereby a flat mirror sits below the surface to the ion trap, and a curved mirror sits above the trap surface. As indicated in Figure 1 , the curved upper mirror is also the outcoupling mirror where the photon will leave the cavity. Hence this mirror should have a higher transmission HR coating than the bottom mirror. In fact, the silicon mirror won"t have transmission anyways at 369.5nm, so the upper mirror is the only choice. The mirrors are HR coated by ATF, which is essentially the only coating company in the world that will guarantee coatings with the required specifications. To design a cavity with the desired output coupling efficiency, it is important to choose the cavity length and the mirror transmissions carefully. This must take into account both the desired criteria and the realistic conditions of UV HR dielectric coatings. The collection efficiency P coll is given by the following equation:
Here, T out is the outcoupler transmission, L is the sum of all photon loss mechanisms (mirror absorption, scattering losses and transmissions), κ is the electric field decay rate of the cavity, Γ is the linewidth of the excited atomic state, and C is the cooperativity-the standard measure for all cQED experiments of how well coupled the cQED system is. Strong coupling is described by C>>1. Our system parameters are shown below, and also are the numerical results of our modeled system. 
Mirror Testing
We constructed a test cavity with two LEO mirrors and measured the finesse at both 739nm and 369.5nm. The FSR of the test cavity was 95.4 GHz (hence a cavity length of 1.571mm) which was measured by scanning across adjacent resonance peaks. The full-width half-maximum of the two measured wavelengths were 5.53 M Hz at 739nm (leading to a finesse of 16,000) and 16.3MHz at 369.5nm (leading to a finesse of 5900). Both of these results were better than the requirements outlined above. The images below show important pieces of the test apparatus and the resulting data used to calculate the cavity finesse for the 739nm wavelength. The top mirror was also analyzed with a white-light interferometer. The results of this analysis are shown in the figures below, whereby it is seen that the RMS surface roughness of the LEO mirror is <1nm and has the 5mm RoC surface curvature expected. The white-light interferometer was limited to about 1nm RMS roughness as it had not been recently calibrated. The roughness on the silicon mirrors are expected to be better than 2 angstroms. 
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Mirror Placement
Bottom Mirror
The mounting of the bottom mirror is a relatively straight-forward, albeit very delicate, procedure of placing a 2mm x 2mm piece of HR coated silicon on the back of the device. The trap was backside etched in a 2.2mm x 2.2mm square shape where the mirror was inserted. Ray Haltli inserted the mirror, held it in place with a small probe, and epoxied it using UHVcompatible epoxy. The mirror placement was then analyzed with a white-light interferometer to measure the distance of the mirror below the top metal layer as well as the angle of the mirror. For the cavity mode to hit the ion, the bottom mirror must be less than 2.7° from parallel. As seen in the images below, the (first) assembled setup has <0.2µm tilt across the 105µm width. Hence, the mirror is located about 50µm below the top surface and is tilted less than 0.1 degrees.
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Upper Mirror
The mounting of the upper mirror is a much greater challenge. This is partially due to the fact that we are mounting a bulkier mirror, but also because we need to have the ability to scan the mirror"s position vertically such that the cavity length can be locked to the optical resonance of the trapped ion. This has been accomplished using a "flexure" mount made from oxygen-free copper (good for stability and UHV compatibility) and was designed by Bradley Jared. The mirror is held in place with small drops of UHV compatible epoxy. In addition to simply knowing that the flexure mount would be capable of holding the upper mirror in the correct location, it is also important to know the mechanical resonances of the mount. The resonance needs to be sufficiently high such that it will not be a concern when trying to electronically stabilize the cavity length with the piezo. A finite element analysis of the mount (without a piezo and mirror) was performed by Bradley Jared and an optical measurement was also performed by Jonathan Sterk and Francisco Benito (with the piezo and mirror) using an interferometric setup and lock-in detection. The results below show that the lowest resonance is about 3.7kHz, sufficiently high for our purposes. 
ION TRAP
Trap Design
The main mot ivation for a new trap design was based on th e desire to keep the cavity region spatially separated from the ion-loading region. The reason for this is because in order to load ions a neutral stream of atoms are sent through the trap from underneath, which can cause potential degradation of the HR mirror coatings by depositing atoms on the otherwise clean dielectric surface. As seen in the image below, this trap has been segmented into 36 pairs of DC electrodes to trap and shuttle the ions along the linear trap region. The loading hole and optics holes are separated by approximately 5mm. This separation was chosen to minimize the distance the ion would have to travel while still being large enough such that upper mirror and flexure mount would not obscure optical access to the loading hole. Although the trap has 73 DC control electrodes, the trap was designed to be compatible with both 96 and 48 pin chambers. This allows the trap to be tested in any of the available ion trap test
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chambers. Wiring the trap for a 48 pin chamber requires nearly all electrodes on one side of the trap to be grounded. Voltage solutions utilizing one side are referred to as "single-sided."
In order to accurately align the flexure mount and cavity mirror assembly to the ion trap, the die was fabricated with registration notches (Figure 12 . SEM image of registration notch used for alignment of the flexure mount to the ion trap.). These notches are lithographically defined and have a well-known distance from the center of the cavity hole. 
Trap Results
Both calcium (mass: 40amu) and ytterbium (mass: 174amu) ions were successfully loaded in the trap with similar applied voltages. The main difference between the applied voltages was the amount of RF power needed to stably trap ions. The heavier element requires higher RF powers in order to provide a deep and strong trapping potential. Ytterbium was consistently trapped and loaded with 2 watts of RF at 34.5MHz, and could be loaded as low as 1W. Calcium ions were loaded with 1W of RF. The DC voltages for calcium and ytterbium loading were identical. Additionally these same voltages loaded ytterbium ions on a second trap, which was wired for a 48 pin chamber.
Dozens of ions were able to be loaded and shuttled across several electrodes. Single ions were shown to shuttle from one hole to the other and back. These voltage sets worked for both the 48 and 96 pin traps. 
SYSTEM ASSEMBLY AND TEST
The entire system was assembled in a clean space. To assemble the system, the cavity must be aligned and the flexure mount glued in place. Although the registration notches on the trap die allow precision alignment of the flexure mount to the cavity mirror, verification of the alignment must be done with a laser coupled into the optical cavity. This allows for correct placement of the top mirror.
Laser light from a fiber passes through a collimator and a beamsplitting cube. The through beam passes through mode-matching optics and enters the optical cavity, while the reflected beam is dumped. The entire assembly is mounted on a translation stage providing fine control of the beam position. Additionally, the flexure mount assembly is attached to a translation stage as well in order for fine positioning of the top mirror. Light reflected from the cavity is sent back through the optics assembly. The fraction of light reflected from the beamsplitter is sent to either a photodiode to monitor cavity reflection or into a camera for imaging. With the camera and a weak input beam, we were able to observe the beam spot on the ion trap surface. Using this technique we found optical modes were observable only when the spot on the trap was in the center of the bottom mirror with the reflected beam overlapping the incident beam. After assembly of the ion-cQED system, it was inserted into the vacuum chamber and baked at 150°C for a couple weeks in order to reach UHV pressures. We then proceeded to load ytterbium ions in the trap. However, after a week of operation an electrical short on the RF appeared, possibly due to foreign particles on the trap acquired during cavity alignment. Nevertheless, optical modes were observed with the system under vacuum. Additionally, the cavity length was able to be stabilized.
CONCLUSIONS
We have detailed the development of an ion trap cavity system that could efficiently extract single photons from trapped ions. Utilizing the fabrication and test capabilities of SNL we have developed a microfabricated linear ion trap that can serve as simple nodes in a distributed quantum network, holding many ions. Additionally, the trap developed can serve independently of a cQED system as a traditional anharmonic linear ion trap and could serve as a testbed ion trap for verification of quantum computing procedures with trapped ions.
Although efficient photon collection has not yet been observed in the entire system, individual tests and measurements of the ion trap and optical cavity meet the design requirements indicating the system should be capable of collecting up to 12% of the emitted light. Additional work on this project will continue as part of the Multi-Qubit Coherent Operations program, funded by IARPA.
